Bihler original spare parts
Decisive components of your success

Maximum machine availability

Customised tool spare parts packages

Bihler original spare parts are decisive components of your
success. They guarantee maximum availability of your Bihler
machine. Only from us can you obtain your spare and wearing parts in original Bihler quality.

For tool spare parts and wearing parts, we can offer you customised storage contracts. The parts package for your Bihler
tools will be arranged together with you and then stored with
us. You thereby save on certain storage expenses and can be
sure that any downtime periods of your manufacturing system
will be reduced to a minimum.

Flawless logistics for shortest possible delivery times

Loan or replacement equipment

With the multitude of standard machines and customer-specific manufacturing solutions, our database contains more
than 700,000 parts. We have many of these parts constantly
available for you in stock; both for machines from the current
delivery programme as well as for older models. Our experienced spare parts team and flawless logistics and delivery
organisation guarantee the shortest possible delivery times.

As a special service, Bihler offers loan or replacement equipment for many components. For example, presses, electronic
components, hydraulic pumps, radial feed grippers (RZV 2)
or GSE or MSE units can quickly be exchanged for overhauled and quality checked used parts. You profit from the
compatibility of components and can continue with production.

„Known Consignor“
Since 2014, Bihler is certified as a „Known Consignor“. This
status ensures that Bihler can ship spare parts in terms of a
„secure supply chain“ even faster by air without delays and
additional costs.
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